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Abstract
Given a point set P in the plane, we seek a subset Q ⊆ P , whose convex hull gives a smaller and
thus simpler representation of the convex hull of P . Specifically, let cost(Q, P ) denote the Hausdorff
distance between the convex hulls CH(Q) and CH(P ). Then given a value ε > 0 we seek the smallest
subset Q ⊆ P such that cost(Q, P ) ≤ ε. We also consider the dual version, where given an integer k,
we seek the subset Q ⊆ P which minimizes cost(Q, P ), such that |Q| ≤ k. For these problems, when
P is in convex position, we respectively give an O(n log2 n) time algorithm and an O(n log3 n) time
algorithm, where the latter running time holds with high probability. When there is no restriction
on P , we show the problem can be reduced to APSP in an unweighted directed graph, yielding an
O(n2.5302) time algorithm when minimizing k and an O(min{n2.5302, kn2.376}) time algorithm when
minimizing ε, using prior results for APSP. Finally, we show our near linear algorithms for convex
position give 2-approximations for the general case.
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1 Introduction
The convex hull of a set of points in the plane is one of the most well studied objects in
computational geometry. As the number points on the convex hull can be linear, for example
when the points are in convex position, it is natural to seek the best simplification using
only k input points. To measure the quality of the subset we use one of the most common
measures, namely the Hausdorff distance. Specifically, given a set P of n points in the plane,
here we seek the subset of Q ⊆ P of k points which minimizes the Hausdorff distance between
CH(Q) and CH(P ), where CH(X) denotes the convex hull of X. This is equivalent to finding
the subset Q ⊆ P of k points which minimizes ε = maxp∈P ||p − CH(Q)||. We refer to this as
the min-ε problem. We also consider the dual min-k problem, where given a distance ε ≥ 0,
we seek the minimum cardinality subset Q ⊆ P such that maxp∈P ||p − CH(Q)|| ≤ ε. We
emphasize that our goal is to find the optimal subset Q exactly. As discussed below, this is a
far more demanding problem than allowing approximation in terms of k or ε.
A number of related problems have been considered before, though they all differ in key
ways. The three main differences concern the error measure of Q, whether Q is restricted to
be a subset from P , and whether a starting point is given. Varying any one of these aspects
can significantly change the hardness of the problem.
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Coresets. In this paper, we require our chosen points to be a subset of P , which from a
representation perspective is desirable as the chosen representatives are actual input data
points. Such subset problems have thus been extensively studied, and are referred to as
coresets (see [9]). Given a point set P , a coreset is subset of P which approximately preserves
some geometric property of the input. Thus here we seek a coreset for the Hausdorff distance.
Among coreset problems, ε-kernels for directional width are one of the most well studied.
Define the directional width for a direction u as w(u, P ) = maxp∈P ⟨u, p⟩ − minp∈P ⟨u, p⟩.
Then Q ⊆ P is an ε-kernel if for all u, (1 − ε)w(u, P ) ≤ w(u, Q). It is known that for any
point set P ⊂ Rd there is an ε-kernel of size O(1/ε(d−1)/2) [1]. For worst case point sets
Ω(1/ε(d−1)/2) size is necessary, however, for certain inputs, significantly smaller coresets may
be possible. (As an extreme example, if the points lie on a line, then the k = 2 extreme
points achieves ε = 0 error.) Thus [5] considered computing coresets whose size is measured
relative to the optimum for a given input point set. Specifically, if there exists an ε-coreset
for Hausdorff distance with k points, then in polynomial time they give an ε-coreset with
O(dk log k) size, or alternatively an (8ε1/3 + ε)-coreset with O(k/ε2/3) size. Note that the
standard strategy to compute ε-kernels applies a linear transformation to make the point
set fat, and then roughly speaking approximates the Hausdorff problem. Thus ε-coresets
for Hausdorff distance yield O(ε)-kernels (where the constant relates to the John ellipsoid
theorem). However, ε-kernels do not directly give such coresets for Hausdorff distance, as it
depends on the fatness of the point set, i.e. Hausdorff is arguably the harder problem.
Most prior work on coresets gave approximate solutions. However, our focus is on exact
solutions. Along these lines, a very recent PODS paper [18] considered what they called the
minimum ε-corset problem, where the goal is to exactly find the minimum sized ε-coreset
for a new error measure they introduced. Specifically, Q ⊆ P is an ε-coreset for maxima
representation if for all directions u, (1−ε)ω(u, P ) ≤ ω(u, Q), where ω(u, X) = maxx∈X⟨u, x⟩.
While related to our Hausdorff measure, again like directional width, it differs in subtle ways.
For example, observe their measure is not translation invariant. Moreover, they assume the
input is α-fat for some constant α, while we do not. For their measure they give a cubic time
algorithm in the plane, whereas our focus is on significantly subcubic time algorithms.
In the current paper, we select Q so as to minimize the maximum distance of a point
in P to CH(Q). [13] instead considered the problem of selecting Q so as to minimize the
sum of the distances of points in P to CH(Q). They provided near cubic (or higher) running
time algorithms for certain generalized versions of this summed coreset variant.
Other related problems. If one relaxes the problem to no longer require Q to be a subset
of P , then related problems have been studied before. Given two convex polygons X and Y ,
where X lies inside Y , [3] provided a near linear time algorithm for the problem of finding the
convex polygon Z with the fewest number of vertices such that X ⊆ Z ⊆ Y . The problem of
finding the best approximation under Hausdorff distance has also been considered before.
Specifically, if Q can be any subset from CH(P ) (i.e. it is not a coreset), then [14] gave a near
linear time algorithm for approximating the convex hull under Hausdorff distance, but under
the key assumption that they are given a starting vertex which must be in Q. We emphasize
that assuming a starting point is given makes a significant difference, and intuitively relates
to the difference in hardness between single source shortest paths and all pairs shortest paths.
A number of papers have considered simplifying polygonal chains. Computing the best
global Hausdorff simplification is NP-hard [17, 15]. Most prior work instead considered
local simplification, where points from the original chain are assigned to the edge of the
simplification whose end points they lie between. In general such algorithms take at least
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quadratic time, with subquadratic algorithms known for certain special or approximate cases.
For example, [2] gave an O(n4/3+δ) time algorithm, for any δ > 0, under the L1 metric.
Our problem relates to these works in that we must approximate the chain representing
the convex hull. On the one hand, convexity gives us additional structure. However, unlike
polygonal chain simplification, we do not have a well defined starting point (i.e. the convex
hull is a closed chain), which as remarked above makes a significant difference in hardness.
Our problem also relates to polygon approximation, for which prior work often instead
considered approximation in relation to area. For example, given a convex polygon P , [16]
gave a near linear time algorithm for finding the three vertices of P whose triangle has the
maximum area. To illustrate one the many ways that area approximations differ, observe
that the area of the triangle of the three given points of P can be determined in constant
time, whereas the computing the furthest point from P to the triangle takes linear time.
Our results. We give fast and exact algorithms for both the min-k and min-ε problems
for summarizing the convex hull in the plane. While a number of related problems have
been considered before as discussed above, to the best of our knowledge we are the first to
consider exact algorithms for this specific version of the problem.
Our main results show that when the input set P is in convex position then the min-k
problem can be solved exactly in O(n log2 n) deterministic time, and the min-ε problem can
be solved exactly in O(n log3 n) time with high probability. Note that this version of the
problem is equivalent to allowing the points in P to be in arbitrary position, but requiring
that the chosen subset Q consist of vertices of the convex hull. (Which follows as the furthest
point to CH(Q) is always a vertex of CH(P ).) Thus this restriction is quite natural, as we
are then using vertices of the convex hull to approximate the convex hull, i.e. furthering the
coreset motivation.
For the general case when P is arbitrary and Q is any subset of P , we show that in
near quadratic time these problems can be reduced to computing all pairs shortest paths
in an unweighted directed graph. This yields an O(n2.5302) time algorithm for the min-k
problem and an O(min{n2.5302, kn2.376}) time algorithm for the min-ε problem, by utilizing
previous results for APSP in unweighted directed graphs. Moreover, while exact algorithms
are our focus, we show that our near linear time algorithms for points in convex position
immediately yield 2-approximations for the general case with the same near linear running
times. Also, appropriately using single source shortest paths rather than APSP in our graph
based algorithms, gives O(n2 log n) time solutions which use at most one additional point.
2 Preliminaries
Given a point set X in R2, let CH(X) denote its convex hull. For two points x, y ∈ R2,
let xy denote their line segment, that is xy = CH({x, y}). Throughout, given points
x, y ∈ R2, ||x − y|| denotes their Euclidean distance. Given two compact sets X, Y ⊂ R2,
||X − Y || = minx∈X,y∈Y ||x − y|| denotes their distance. For a single point x we write
||x − Y || = ||{x} − Y ||.
For any two finite point set Q, P ⊂ R2 we define
cost(Q, P ) = max
p∈P
||p − CH(Q)||
Note that for Q ⊆ P , we have that CH(Q) ⊆ CH(P ), and moreover the furthest point
in CH(P ) from CH(Q) is always a point in P . Thus the cost(Q, P ) is equivalent to the
Hausdorff distance between CH(Q) and CH(P ).
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Figure 3.1 An example of the defined objects from Lemma 5.
In this paper we consider the following two related problems, where for simplicity, we
assume that P is in general position.
▶ Problem 1 (min-k). Given a set P ⊂ R2 of n points, and a value ε > 0, find the smallest
integer k such that there exists a subset Q ⊆ P where |Q| ≤ k and cost(Q, P ) ≤ ε.
▶ Problem 2 (min-ε). Given a set P ⊂ R2 of n points, and an integer k, find the smallest
value ε such that there exists subset Q ⊆ P where |Q| ≤ k and cost(Q, P ) ≤ ε.
For simplicity the above problems are phrased in terms of finding the value of either k or ε,
though we remark that our algorithms for these problems also immediately imply the set
Q realizing the value can be determined in the same time. Thus in the following when we
refer to a solution to these problems, we interchangeably mean either the value or the set
realizing the value.
In the following section we restrict the point set P to lie in convex position, thus for
simplicity we define the following convex versions of the above problems.
▶ Problem 3 (cx-min-k). Given a set P ⊂ R2 of n points in convex position, and a value
ε > 0, find the smallest integer k such that there exists a subset Q ⊆ P where |Q| ≤ k and
cost(Q, P ) ≤ ε.
▶ Problem 4 (cx-min-ε). Given a set P ⊂ R2 of n points in convex position, and an
integer k, find the smallest value ε such that there exists subset Q ⊆ P where |Q| ≤ k and
cost(Q, P ) ≤ ε.
3 Convex Position
In this section we give near linear time algorithms for the case when P is in convex position,
that is for Problem 3 and Problem 4. First, we need several structural lemmas and definitions.
3.1 Structural Properties and Definitions
▶ Lemma 5. Let P be a set of n points in convex position. Consider any subset Q ⊂ P , and
let a, b be consecutive in the clockwise ordering of Q. Then for any point x ∈ P which falls
between a and b in the clockwise ordering of P , we have ||x − CH(Q)|| = ||x − ab||.
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Proof. Let x be any point between a and b in the clockwise ordering of P , and let l denote
the line through a and b. Since a and b are consecutive in the clockwise order of Q, CH(Q)
lies entirely in the closed halfspace defined by ℓ and on the opposite side of ℓ as x. So if z
denotes the closest point to x in CH(Q), then the segment xz must intersect ℓ.
Consider the lines la and lb which are perpendicular to l and go through a and b
respectively. If x lies between la and lb, then its projection onto ℓ lies on the segment ab,
and hence this is in fact its projection onto CH(Q), and the claim holds. Otherwise, suppose
that x and a are in opposite halfplanes defined by the line lb, see Figure 3.1. (A similar
argument will hold when x and b are in opposite halfplanes defined by the line la.) Observe,
that the closest point in ℓb ∩ CH(Q) to x is the point b, since x is in the opposite halfspace
defined by ℓ as CH(Q), and ℓb is orthogonal to ℓ. Thus if the shortest path to z intersects
ℓb, then it would imply z = b, and so again the claim holds. So suppose z and x are on
the same side of ℓb. Since xz intersects ℓ, z must lie on the opposite side of ℓ as x. Since
z ∈ CH(Q), this implies there is a point y ∈ Q which like z is on the same side of ℓb as x
but on the opposite side of ℓ as x (since there is no point of Q on the same side of ℓ as x).
Thus similarly, the segment xy intersects ℓ, and let y′ denote this intersection point. Since x
and y are on the same side of ℓb, which is opposite the side of a, this implies b lies on the
segment ay′. As y′ lies on the segment xy, this in turn implies that b lies in the triangle
∆(ayx). This is a contradiction, since a, y, x, b ∈ P , and so b lying in ∆(azx) implies P is
not in convex position. ◀
Assume that the points in P = {p1, . . . , pn} are indexed in clockwise order. We now wish
to prove a lemma about the optimal cost solution when restricted to points between some
index pair i, j. As we wish our definition to work regardless of whether i ≤ j or j ≤ i, we
define the following notation. For a triple of indices i, x, j, we write i ⪯ x ⪯ j to denote that
px falls between pi and pj in the clockwise ordering. More precisely, if i ≤ j then this means
i ≤ x ≤ j, and if j ≤ i then this means that j ≤ x ≤ n or 1 ≤ x ≤ i.
▶ Definition 6. For any integer 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 2 we define




||pv − CH(pi, pl1 , . . . , plk , pj)||.
That is, costk(i, j) is the minimum cost solution when restricted to including pi, pj , and k
other vertices in clockwise order between pi and pj , and where we only evaluate the cost
with respect to points in clockwise order between pi and pj .
According to the above definition, we have that cost0(i, j) = maxi⪯v⪯j ||pv−CH(pi, pj)|| =
maxi⪯v⪯j ||pv − pipj ||. Observe that the following is implied by Lemma 5.
▶ Corollary 7. Let Q = {pl1 , . . . , plk } ⊆ P be indexed in clockwise order, and let lk+1 = l1.
Then,
cost(Q, P ) = max
p∈P




||pj − plipli+1 || = max1≤i≤k cost0(li, li+1).
For more general values of k, the following lemma will be used to argue we can use a greedy
algorithm.
▶ Lemma 8. For any indices i′ ⪯ i ⪯ j ⪯ j′, it holds that costk(i, j) ≤ costk(i′, j′).
Proof. Let pi′ , pl1 , . . . plk , pj′ be the clockwise chain of vertices that realizes costk(i′, j′).
That is, costk(i′, j′) = maxi′⪯v⪯j′ ||pv − CH(pi′ , pl1 , . . . plk , pj′)||. Observe that if we add
points to this chain then we can only decrease the cost. Specifically, we consider adding the
points pi and pj . So let plx , . . . , ply be the subchain of pl1 , . . . plk consisting of all i ⪯ li ⪯ j.
Then we have,
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costk(i′, j′) = maxi′⪯v⪯j′ ||pv − CH(pi′ , pl1 , . . . , plk , pj′)||
≥ maxi′⪯v⪯j′ ||pv − CH(pi′ , pl1 , . . . , pi, px, . . . , py, pj , . . . , plk , pj′)||
≥ maxi⪯v⪯j ||pv − CH(pi′ , pl1 , . . . , pi, px, . . . , py, pj , . . . , plk , pj′)||
≥ maxi⪯v⪯j ||pv − CH(pi, px, . . . , py, pj)|| ≥ costk(i, j).
The second to last inequality holds by Lemma 5. The last inequality holds as the chain
px, . . . , py has at most k points (since it was a subchain of pl1 , . . . , plk ) and costk(i, j) is
defined by the minimum cost such chain between i and j. ◀
We now define the notions of friends and greedy sequences, which we use in the next
section to design our greedy algorithm.
▶ Definition 9. For an index i and value ε ≥ 0, define the ε-friend of i, denoted fε(i), as the
index j of the vertex furthest from pi in the clockwise ordering of P , such that cost0(i, j) ≤ ε.
Note that fε(i) is always well defined. In particular, cost0(i, i + 1) = 0 for any i. Moreover,
if the ball of radius ε centered at pi contains P then fε(i) = i, and the point pi by itself is
an optimal solution to Problem 3. Note that we can easily determine if such a point exists
in O(n log n) time by computing the farthest Voronoi diagram of P ,1 and then querying all
points in P . For simplicity we will assume fε(i) ̸= i, which can thus be assured by such a
preprocessing step.
▶ Definition 10. Let Q = {pl1 , pl2 , . . . , plk } be any subset of P , which we assume has been
indexed such that l1 < l2 < . . . < lk. We call Q a greedy sequence if for all 1 ≤ i < k, we
have fε(li) = li+1, and fε(lk) < lk. We call a greedy sequence valid if fε(lk) ≥ l1.
Note that in the above definition, the condition that fε(lk) < lk ensures that the ε-friend
of plk goes past the vertex pn, i.e. this ensure that the sequence is a maximal sequence
without wrapping around. Note also there always exists a valid greedy sequence. Specifically,
we trivially have that for any greedy sequence fε(lk) ≥ 1. Thus the greedy sequence starting
at p1 is valid as in that case l1 = 1.
▶ Observation 11. Let Q = {pl1 , pl2 , . . . , plk } be a valid greedy sequence. Then since Q
is a greedy sequence cost0(li, li+1) ≤ ε for all 1 ≤ i < k. Furthermore, cost0(lk, l1) ≤
cost0(lk, fε(lk)) ≤ ε by Lemma 8 and since Q is valid. Thus by Corollary 7, cost(Q, P ) ≤ ε.
▶ Lemma 12. Let P, ε be an instance Problem 3. Any valid greedy sequence of minimum
possible cardinality is an optimal solution to the given instance.
Proof. Let Q = {pl1 , pl2 , . . . , plk } be an optimal solution to Problem 3, indexed such that
1 ≤ l1 < l2 < . . . < lk. Thus cost(Q, P ) ≤ ε and so by Corollary 7, max1≤i≤k cost0(li, li+1)
≤ ε, where lk+1 = l1. Thus if Q is a greedy sequence then it is a valid greedy sequence,
and the claim holds. So suppose Q is not a greedy sequence. Now we show that Q can be
converted to a valid greedy sequence with the same cardinality.
Let j > 1 be the first index such that lj ̸= fε(lj−1). Let wj = fε(lj−1) and let
{wj+1, wj+2, . . . , wk} be the indices which realize costk−j(wj , l1) according to Definition 6.
Then we modify Q by replacing the suffix {plj , plj+1 , . . . , plk } with {pwj , pwj+1 , . . . , pwk }.
1 The farthest Voronoi diagram of P partitions the plane into regions sharing the same farthest point in
P . It allows one to find the farthest point in P from a query in logarithmic time. See for example [10].
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Notice that the cost of Q after this modification is still ≤ ε because cost0(lj−1, wj) ≤ ε as
wj = fε(lj−1), and by Lemma 8 we have costk−j(wj , l1) ≤ costk−j(lj , l1). Now repeat this
procedure until h = fε(lj−1) goes beyond index n. Let the resulting new optimal solution be
denoted Q′. If h ≥ l1, then Q′ is a valid greedy sequence by our construction, and we are
done. So if the sequence failed to be a valid greedy sequence, then 1 ≤ h < l1. Thus we can
repeat the whole procedure, relabeling vertices of Q′ such that l1 = h. This means that each
time we repeat this procedure we either produce a valid greedy sequence or we decrease l1.
At some point l1 = 1, at which time the procedure must produce a valid greedy sequence as
in this case h ≥ 1 = l1.
The above argues that some valid greedy sequence of minimum cardinality is optimal.
Note this implies all valid greedy sequences of minimum cardinality are optimal, since they
all have the same size, and by Observation 11 their cost is ≤ ε. ◀
3.2 The min-k Algorithm
In this section we give an efficient algorithm for Problem 3. The idea is to use the fε(i)
values to define a graph. Specifically, the friend graph Gf is the directed graph with vertex
set P where there is an edge from pi to pj if and only if fε(i) = j and i < j. Thus every
vertex in Gf has outdegree at most 1. Moreover, Gf is acyclic since we only created edges
from lower index vertices to higher index ones. These two properties together imply that Gf
is a forest, where each sink vertex defines the root of a tree. Thus every vertex in Gf has a
well defined depth, where sink vertices have depth one.
Let Q = {pl1 , pl2 , . . . , plk } be a greedy sequence, as defined in Definition 10. Then observe
that for all 1 ≤ i < k, plipli+1 is an edge of Gf , and hence Q corresponds to a path in Gf .
Moreover, the condition that fε(lk) < lk in Definition 10 implies that plk is a sink vertex
in Gf , and hence Q corresponds to a path in Gf from the vertex pl1 to the root of its
corresponding tree. Conversely, for the same reasons if we are given a path pl1 , pl2 , . . . , plk in
Gf where plk is a sink, then this path is a greedy sequence. That is, the set of paths ending
in sinks in Gf and the set of greedy sequences are in one-to-one correspondence.
Thus given all the fε(i) values have been precomputed, this suggests a simple linear
time algorithm to compute a valid greedy sequence Q with the fewest number of points,
which by Lemma 12 is an optimal solution to the given instance of Problem 3. Specifically,
find all pairs (pi, pr) where pi ∈ P and pr is the root of the tree in Gf which contains pi.
By the above discussion, each such pair (pi, pr) corresponds to a greedy sequence, and all
greedy sequences are represented by some pair. We now restrict to pairs that are valid
according to Definition 10, that is pairs where fε(r) ≥ i. For each such pair, the length of
the corresponding sequence is simply the depth of pi in the tree rooted at pr. Thus we return
as our solution the depth of pi from the valid pair (pi, pr) where pi has minimum depth.
All the (pi, pr) pairs and the depths can be determined in O(n) time by topologically
sorting since Gf is a forest. Determining the valid pairs, and the minimum depth valid pair
can then be done with a simple linear scan. We thus have the following.
▶ Lemma 13. Assume that fε(i) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n has been precomputed. Then Problem 3
can be solved in O(n) time.
The question now then is how quickly can we compute all of the fε(i) values. To that end,
we first argue that with some precomputation the cost0(i, j) values can be queried efficiently.
To do so, we make use a result from [7] which builds a datastructure for a geometric query
they call Farthest Vertex in a Halfplane, which we rephrase below using our notation.
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▶ Lemma 14 ([7]). Let P ⊂ R2 be a point set in convex position. P can be preprocessed in
O(n log n) time such that given a query (q, lq), where q is a point and lq is a directed line
through q, in O(log2 n) time one can return the farthest point from q among the points in P
to the left of lq.
▶ Lemma 15. Let P = {p1, . . . , pn} ⊂ R2 be a point set in convex position, labeled in clockwise
order. With O(n log n) precomputation time, for any query index pair (i, j), cost0(i, j) can
be computed in O(log2 n) time.
Proof. Let ℓ = ℓ(pi, pj) be the line through pi and pj , which we view as being oriented in
the direction from pi towards pj . Also, let ri and rj denote the rays originating at pi and pj
respectively, pointing in the direction orthogonal to ℓ and on the left side side of ℓ. Finally,
let Pi,j = {pk ∈ P | i ≺ k ≺ j}, and thus cost0(i, j) = maxx∈Pi,j ||x − pi, pj ||.
Observe that the projection of any point x ∈ Pi,j onto ℓ either lies on the portion of ℓ
before pi, on the line segment pipj , or on the portion of ℓ after pj . Thus we have a natural
partition of Pi,j into three sets, the subset in the right angle cone Ci bounded by ℓ and ri,
those in the slab Slab(i, j) bounded by ℓ, ri, and rj , and those in the right angle cone Cj
bounded by ℓ and rj . Observe that for any point x in Ci or Cj , its closest point on pipj is pi
or pj , respectively, and moreover ||x − ℓ|| ≤ ||x − pipj ||. Thus we have that,
cost0(i, j) = max
x∈Pi,j
||x − pi, pj ||
= max{ max
x∈Ci∩Pi,j
||x − pi||, max
x∈Cj∩Pi,j
||x − pj ||, max
x∈Slab(i,j)∩Pi,j
||x − pipj ||}
= max{ max
x∈Ci∩Pi,j
||x − pi||, max
x∈Cj∩Pi,j
||x − pj ||, max
x∈Pi,j
||x − ℓ||}.
Therefore, it suffices to describe how to compute each of the three terms in the stated time.
Computing maxx∈Pi,j ||x − ℓ|| is straightforward as the points in Pi,j are in convex position
and in particular if we consider them in their clockwise order, then their distance to ℓ is a
concave function. So assume that P is given in an array sorted in clockwise order. (If not,
we can compute such an array with O(n log n) preprocessing time by computing the convex
hull.) Then given a query pair (i, j), in O(log n) time we can binary search over Pi,j to find
maxx∈Pi,j ||x − ℓ||, since Pi,j is a subarray of P . (Note if j < i then technically Pi,j is two
subarrays.)
Now consider the subset in the right angle cone Ci (a similar argument will hold for Cj).
Let C ′i be the cone Ci but reflected over the line ℓ. Suppose that both Ci and C ′i contained
points from P , call them p and p′, respectively. Then observe that the triangle ∆(p, p′, pj)
would contain the point pi, which is a contradiction as P was in convex position. Thus either
Ci ∩ P = ∅ or C ′i ∩ P = ∅. So let L be the line orthogonal to ℓ, passing through pi, and
oriented so that Ci and C ′i lie to the left (i.e. L is the line supporting the ray ri from above).
By Lemma 14, we can preprocess P in O(n log n) time, such that in O(log2 n) time we can
compute the point in P furthest from pi and to the left of L. If the returned point lies in C ′i
then we know Ci ∩ P = ∅ and so maxx∈Ci∩Pi,j ||x − pi|| = 0. If the returned point lies in Ci
then it realizes maxx∈Ci∩Pi,j ||x − pi||. ◀
▶ Theorem 16. Problem 3 can be solved in O(n log2 n) time.
Proof. By Lemma 13, given the fε values have been computed, Problem 3 can be solved
in O(n) time. Thus to prove the theorem it suffices to compute fε(i) for all i in O(n log2 n)
time. Recall that fε(i) is the index z of the vertex furthest from pi in the clockwise ordering
of P , such that cost0(i, z) ≤ ε. First observe that as we increase i, fε(i) moves clockwise.
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More precisely, by Lemma 8, ε ≥ cost0(i, fε(i)) ≥ cost0(i + 1, fε(i)) ≥ cost0(i + 1, j), for any
i + 1 ≤ j ≤ fε(i), and thus i ⪯ fε(i) ⪯ fε(i + 1). Moreover, again by Lemma 8, the indices j
such that cost0(i, j) ≤ ε are consecutive in the clockwise ordering of P .
This suggests a simple strategy to compute the fε(i) values. Namely, to find fε(1), we
compute all values cost(1, j), starting with j = 3 and increasing j until we find a value j′
such that cost0(1, j′) > ε. This implies fε(1) = j′ − 1, since as mentioned above the values
such that cost0(1, j) ≤ ε are consecutive. More generally, to compute fε(i + 1), we compute
all values cost0(i + 1, j), starting with j = fε(i) + 1 and increasing j until we find a value j′
such that cost0(i + 1, j′) > ε, which again by the above implies fε(i + 1) = j′ − 1.
The total time is clearly bounded by the time it takes to compute all the queried cost0
values. Observe that when the algorithm queries a value cost0(i, j) then the previous cost0
query was either to cost0(i − 1, j) or cost0(i, j − 1), implying that in total we compute
O(n) cost0 values. By Lemma 15, with O(n log n) precomputation, any cost0 value can be
computed in O(log2 n) time. Thus the total time is O(n log2 n). ◀
3.3 The min-ε Algorithm
In this section we design an efficient algorithm for Problem 4, where k is given and our goal
is to minimize ε. To do so, we will use our algorithm from the previous section for Problem 3,
where ε was fixed and we were minimizing k. Specifically, throughout this section, given
an instance P, k of Problem 4, we use Decider(ε) to denote the procedure which runs the
algorithm of Theorem 16 on the instance P, ε of Problem 3 and returns True if the solution
found uses ≤ k points, and returns False otherwise.
Let E = {cost0(i, j) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n}. We call E the set of critical values, where observe
that by Corollary 7, the optimal solution to the given instance of Problem 4 is a critical
value in the set E . Thus a natural approach would be to explicitly compute, sort, and then
binary search over E using Decider(ε). However, such an approach would require at least
quadratic time as |E| = Θ(n2). We now argue that by using random sampling we can achieve
near linear running time with high probability. Similar sampling strategies have been used
before, and in particular we employ a strategy which was used in [11] for computing the
Frechet distance. We first observe that one can efficiently sample values from E .
▶ Lemma 17. With O(n log n) precomputation time, one can sample a value uniformly at
random from E in O(log2 n) time.
Proof. To sample a pair from 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n uniformly at random, we first sample an integer
uniformly at random from [1, n] for i, and then sample an integer uniformly at random from
[1, n − 1] for j (where j is indexed from the set with i removed). This takes O(1) time given
the standard assumption that sampling a random integer in a given range takes O(1) time.
(Even if it took O(log n) time it would not affect the overall time.) Now to sample a value
uniformly at random from E we just need to compute cost0(i, j). From Lemma 15 this can
be done in O(log2 n) time with O(n log n) precomputation time. ◀
Before presenting our algorithm, we require the following subroutine.
▶ Lemma 18. Given an interval [α, β], then the set X = [α, β] ∩ E can be computed in
O((n log n + |X|) log2 n) time. Let Extract(α, β) denote this procedure.
Proof. Fix an index i. By Lemma 8 we know that cost0(i, j) increases monotonically as we
move pj clockwise. Thus Si = {j | cost0(i, j) ∈ [α, β]} is a contiguous set of indices, and
moreover, we can binary search for the smallest index in this set (i.e. the first index j in
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clockwise order from i such that cost0(i, j) ≥ α). After finding this smallest such index, to
output the rest of Si we just simply increment j until cost0(i, j) > β. Note that X = ∪iSi,
and thus to find X we then repeat this procedure for all i.
Note that in each step of the algorithm we compute a cost0 value, and thus the total time
is bounded by the time is takes to compute all the queried cost0 values. For all n values of i
we perform a binary search, thus requiring O(n log n) cost0 queries for all binary searches.
For a given i, after the binary searching, we then perform |Si| cost0 queries to determine
the rest of the set Si, and thus over all i we perform |X| =
∑
i |Si| queries. By Lemma 15
each cost0 query takes O(log2 n) time, with O(n log n) preprocessing, and so the total time
is thus O((n log n + |X|) log2 n). ◀
We remark that it should be possible to improve the running time of the above algorithm
to O((n + |X|) log2 n) using the same approach as in the proof of Theorem 16. However,
ultimately this will not change the asymptotic running time of our overall algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for solving Problem 4.
Input : An instance P, k of Problem 4.
Output : The value ε of the optimal solution.
1 Perform the precomputation step from Lemma 15.
2 Sample a set S of 4n values from E .
3 Sort S and binary search using Decider. Let [α, β] be the resulting interval found
where Decider(α) = False and Decider(β) = True.
4 Let X = Extract(α, β).
5 Sort X and binary search using Decider.
6 Return the smallest value ε ∈ X such that Decider was True.
Our algorithm for solving Problem 4 is shown in Algorithm 1. The correctness of this
algorithm is straightforward. By the discussion above the optimal value ε is in E , and the
correctness of Decider follows from the previous section. Thus when we binary search over S
using Decider, we know that ε ∈ [α, β]. Thus, by Lemma 18, we know that X = Extract(α, β)
contains ε. Thus our final binary search over X using Decider is guaranteed to find ε.
The more challenging question is what is the running time of Algorithm 1, for which we
have the following helper lemma.
▶ Lemma 19. Let X = Extract(α, β) be the set computed on line 4 in Algorithm 1. Then
for any c ≥ 1, we have that Pr[|X| > cn ln n] < 1/nc.
Proof. Let ε be the optimal value to the given instance of Problem 4. We first argue that
with high probability there are at most (c/2)n ln n values from E that are contained in [α, β]
(i.e. in the set X) that are also larger than ε. Let Z be the (c/2)n ln n values in E closest to
ε but also greater than ε. (Note that if there are less than (c/2)n ln n values greater than
ε, then the claim trivially holds.) Observe that if our random sample S on line 2 contains
even a single value from Z then the claim holds as this value then upper bounds β, and so
there are at most |Z| = (c/2)n ln n values from E in (ε, β]. The probability that the 4n sized
random sample of values from E does not contain any element from Z is at most
(1−|Z|/|E|)4n ≤ (1−((c/2)n ln n)/n2)4n = (1−(c ln n)/2n)4n ≤ e−2c ln n = 1/n2c < 1/2nc,
where we used the standard inequality 1 + x ≤ ex for any value x. Note that a symmetric
argument yields the same probability bound for the event that there are more than (c/2)n log n
values from E contained in [α, β] that are smaller than ε. Thus by the union bound, the
probability that |X| has more than cn ln n values is less than 1/nc. ◀
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▶ Theorem 20. Algorithm 1 solves Problem 4 in O(cn log3 n) time with probability ≥ 1−1/nc,
for any c ≥ 1.
Proof. The straightforward correctness of the algorithm has already been discussed above.
As for the running time, the precomputation on line 1 takes O(n log n) time by Lemma 15. By
Lemma 17, it then takes O(n log2 n) time to sample the 4n values in the set S. Sorting S takes
O(n log n) time, and binary searching using Decider takes O((log n) · n log2 n) = O(n log3 n)
time by Theorem 16. By Lemma 18, running Extract(α, β) on line 4 to compute X takes
O((n log n + |X|) log2 n) time. Finally, sorting and binary searching over X using Decider
on line 5 takes O((n log2 n)(log |X|) + |X| log |X|) = O((n log n + |X|) log2 n), again by
Theorem 16.
Thus in total the time is O((n log n+|X|) log2 n+n log3 n). By Lemma 19, with probability
at least 1 − 1/nc we have |X| ≤ cn ln n, and thus with probability at least 1 − 1/nc the total
running time is O(cn log3 n). ◀
▶ Remark 21. Even in the extremely unlikely event that the algorithm exceeds the O(n log3 n)
time bound, the worst case running time is only O(n2 log2 n).
4 The General Case
In this section, we remove the restriction that P lies in convex position, showing that
Problem 1 and Problem 2 can be solved efficiently by converting them into a corresponding
graph problem.
For any pair of points a, b ∈ R2, define hl(a, b) to be the closed halfspace bounded by the
line going through points a and b, picking the halfspace that is to the left of the directed edge
(a, b). Throughout we use Pa,b = P ∩ hl(a, b) to denote the subset of P falling in hl(a, b).
We construct a weighted and fully connected directed graph GP = (V, E) where V = P .
For an ordered pair of points (a, b) in P , the weight of its corresponding directed edge is defined
as w(a, b) = cost({a, b}, Pa,b), i.e. the distance of the furthest point in Pa,b from the segment
ab. (Relating to the previous section, when P is in convex position w(a, b) = cost0(a, b).)
For a cycle of vertices C = {p1, . . . , pk}, let w(C) denote the maximum of the weights of the
directed edges around the cycle. Throughout, we only consider non-trivial cycles, that is
cycles must have at least two vertices.
The following lemma shows how to compute edge weights. We remark that the first half
of its proof is nearly identical to that for Lemma 15, however, the second half differs.
▶ Lemma 22. Let P be a set of n points in R2. Then one can compute w(a, b) for all pairs
a, b ∈ P simultaneously in O(n2 log n) time.
Proof. Let ℓ denote the line through a and b, which we view as being oriented in the direction
from a towards b. Also, let ra and rb denote the rays originating at a and b respectively,
pointing in the direction orthogonal to ℓ and on the side of ℓ containing Pa,b.
Observe that the projection of any point x ∈ Pa,b onto ℓ either lies on the portion of
ℓ before a, on the line segment ab, or on the portion of ℓ after b. Thus we have a natural
partition of Pa,b into three sets, the subset in the right angle cone Ca bounded by ℓ and ra,
those in the slab Slab(a, b) bounded by ℓ, ra, and rb, and those in the right angle cone Cb
bounded by ℓ and rb. Observe that for any point x in Ca or Cb, its closest point on ab is a
or b, respectively, and moreover ||x − ℓ|| ≤ ||x − ab||. Thus we have that,
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w(a, b) = max{ max
x∈Ca∩Pa,b
||x − a||, max
x∈Cb∩Pa,b





||x − a||, max
x∈Cb∩Pa,b
||x − b||, max
x∈Pa,b
||x − ℓ||}.
Therefore, it suffices to describe how to compute each of the three terms in the stated
time. To compute maxx∈Pa,b ||x − ℓ|| we use the standard fact that for any point set P and
line ℓ, the furthest point in P from ℓ, on either side of ℓ, is a vertex of CH(P ). Thus the
furthest point in Pa,b from ℓ is a point of CH(P ). So precompute CH(P ), using any standard
O(n log n) time algorithm, after which we can assume the vertices of CH(P ) are stored in an
array sorted in clockwise order. Observe that the subset of the vertices of CH(P ) which are
in Pa,b is a subarray (or technically two subarrays if it wraps around). So we can determine
the ends of this subarray by binary searching. The distances of the points in this subarray
to ℓ is a concave function, and so we can binary search to find maxx∈Pa,b ||x − ℓ||. These two
binary searches take O(log n) time per pair a, b, and thus O(n2 log n) time in total.
To compute the maxx∈Ca∩Pa,b ||x − a|| values, we do the following (the b values are
computed identically). Consider a right angle cone whose origin is at a. We conceptually
rotate this cone around a while maintaining the furthest point of P from a in this cone.
The furthest point only changes when a point enters or leaves the cone, and these events
can thus easily be obtained by simply angularly sorting the points in P around a. (Note
each point corresponds to two events, an entering one, and a leaving one at the entering
angle minus π/2.) To efficiently update the furthest point, we maintain a binary max heap
on the distances of the points in the current cone to a. Building the initial max heap and
sorting takes O(n log n) time. Thus all possible right angle cone values at a can be computed
in O(n log n) time, as there are a linear number of events and each event takes O(log n)
time. Moreover, if we store these canonical right angle cone values in sorted angular order,
then given a query right angle cone determined by a pair a, b ∈ P (with cone origin a), the
nearest canonical cone can be determined by binary searching. Thus in total computing
all maxx∈Ca∩Pa,b ||x − a|| values for all pairs a and b takes O(n2 log n) time. Namely, the
precomputation of the canonical cones at each point takes O(n log n) time per point and
thus O(n2 log n) time for all points. Then for the O(n2) pairs a, b it takes O(log n) time to
search for its canonical cone. ◀
For a set of points Q, let CHL(Q) denote the clockwise list of vertices on the boundary of
CH(Q). Observe that any subset Q ⊆ P corresponds to the cycle CHL(Q) in GP . Moreover,
any cycle C corresponds to the convex hull CH(C). The following lemma is adapted from [13],
where Problem 1 was considered but where the cost function was determined by a sum of
the distances rather than the maximum distance.
▶ Lemma 23. Consider an instance P, ε of Problem 1. The following holds:
1) For any cycle C in GP , w(C) ≥ cost(C, P ),
2) There exists some optimal solution Q such that w(CHL(Q)) = cost(Q, P ).
Proof. Recall that cost(C, P ) = maxp∈P ||p − CH(C)||. Similarly decomposing w(C) gives,
w(C) = max
(a,b)∈C






To prove the first part of the lemma, we argue that for any point p ∈ P , its contribution
to w(C) is at least as large as its contribution to cost(C, P ). Assume p /∈ CH(C), since
otherwise it does not contribute to cost(C, P ). It suffices to argue there exists an edge
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(a, b) ∈ C, such that p ∈ Pa,b, since ||p − ab|| ≥ ||p − CH(C)||. So assume otherwise that
there is some point p ∈ P such that p lies strictly to the right of all edges in C. Create a
line ℓ that passes through p and any interior point of any edge (a, b) ∈ C, but does not pass
through any other point in P . The line ℓ splits the plane into two halfspaces. Observe that
since C is a cycle, there must be some edge (c, d) of C which also crosses ℓ, where c is in the
same halfspace as b and d in the same halfspace as a (i.e. they have opposite orientations
with respect to ℓ). Thus if (c, d) crosses ℓ on the same side of p along ℓ as the edge (a, b)
then p would lie to the left of (c, d), as it lies to the right of (a, b). On the other hand, if the
intersection of (c, d) with ℓ lied on the opposite side of p along ℓ as the intersection point of
(a, b) with ℓ, then p ∈ CH({a, b, c, d}) ⊆ CH(C). Thus either way we have a contradiction.
To prove the second part of the lemma, let Q be some optimal solution. For any p ∈ P ,
if p ∈ CH(Q) then it lies to the right of all edges in CHL(Q), and so it does not affect
w(CHL(Q)) or cost(Q, P ). So consider a point p /∈ CH(Q). Let ab be the closest edge of
CH(Q) (where b follows a in clockwise order). Note that ||p − CH(Q)|| = ||p − ab|| and
p ∈ Pa,b, so if p lies to right of all other edges in CHL(Q), then its contribution to w(CHL(Q))
is ||p − ab||. So suppose p lies to the left of some other edge cd (note it may be that b = c).
If this happens, then p is in the intersection of the halfspace to the left of the line from a
through b and to the left of the line from c through d. This implies that b, c ∈ CH({a, d, p}).
So let Q′ = Q ∪ {p} \ {b, c}. Observe that CH(Q) ⊂ CH(Q′) and |Q′| ≤ |Q|, and hence
Q′ is an optimal solution as Q was an optimal solution. Now we repeat this procedure
while there remains such a point p to the left of two edges. We repeat this procedure only
finitely many times as in each iteration the convex hull becomes larger (i.e. CH(Q) is a strict
subset of CH(Q′)). If Q denotes the hull after the final iteration, then by the above we have
w(CHL(Q)) = cost(Q, P ). ◀
▶ Corollary 24. Let P, ε be an instance of Problem 1, and let C∗ be the cycle with minimum
cardinalty among cycles in GP with w(C) ≤ ε. Then C∗ is an optimal solution to the given
instance of Problem 1.
Proof. Using part 1) of Lemma 23 we know that cost(C∗, P ) ≤ w(C∗) ≤ ε, so C∗ is a
solution. Suppose that C∗ is not an optimal solution (i.e. it is not of minimum cardinality).
Then by part 2) of Lemma 23, there exists some optimal solution Q with |Q| < |C∗| such
that w(CHL(Q)) = cost(Q, P ) ≤ ε. So, there exists a cycle CHL(Q) with cost ≤ ε and size
less than |C∗|, which is a contradiction as C∗ had minimal cardinality among such cycles. ◀
In the following we will reduce our problem to the all pairs shortest path problem on
directed unweighted graphs, which we denote as APSP. Let A(n) be the time required
to solve APSP. In [19] it is shown that A(n) = Õ(n2+µ),2 where µ satisfies the equation
ω(1, µ, 1) = 1 + 2µ, and where ω(1, µ, 1) is the exponent of multiplication of a matrix of size
n × nµ by a matrix of size nµ × n. [8] shows that µ < 0.5302 and thus A(n) = O(n2.5302).
▶ Theorem 25. Any instance P, ε of Problem 1 can be solved in time
O(A(n) + n2 log n) = O(n2.5302).
Proof. By Corollary 24, in order to solve Problem 1, we just need to find a minimum length
cycle with weight at most ε in the graph GP defined above. By definition a cycle has weight
≤ ε if and only if all of its edge weights are ≤ ε. So let GεP be the unweighted and directed
2 We use the standard convention that Õ(f(n)) denotes O(f(n) logc n) for some c > 0.
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graph obtained from GP by removing all edges with weight > ε. Thus the solution to our
problem corresponds to the minimum length cycle in this unweighted graph GεP . This can
be solved by computing APSP in GεP . Specifically, the solution is determined by the ordered
pair (a, b) with the shortest path subject to the directed edge (b, a) existing in GεP (i.e. it is
the shortest path that can be completed into a cycle).
Computing all of the edge weights in GP can be done in O(n2 log n) time by Lemma 22.
Converting GP into GεP then takes O(n2) time. Given the APSP distances, finding the
minimum length cycle takes O(n2) time by scanning all pairs to check for an edge. APSP on
directed unweighted graphs can be solved in A(n) = O(n2.5032) time as described above. So,
the total time is O(A(n) + n2 log n) = O(n2.5302). ◀
Let Ak(n) denote the time it takes to solve APSP on directed unweighted graphs where
path lengths are bounded by k (i.e. the path length is infinite if there is no k length
path). [4] showed that Ak(n) = O(nωk log2 k), where ω is the exponent of (square) matrix
multiplication. [6] showed that ω < 2.376.
▶ Theorem 26. Any instance P, k of Problem 2 can be solved in time
O(min{A(n), Ak(n)}(log n) + n2 log n) = O(min{n2.5302, kn2.376}).
Proof. The idea is to binary search using Theorem 25. Namely, the optimal solution to the
instance P, k of Problem 2 has cost ≤ ε if and only the optimal solution to the instance P, ε
of Problem 1 uses ≤ k points. Moreover, the weight of any cycle in GP is determined by
the weight of some edge, and thus by the above discussion the optimal solution to the given
instance of Problem 2 will be the weight of some edge. There are O(n2) edge weights, which
we can enumerate, sort, and binary search over using Theorem 25. Computing all of the edge
weights in GP and sorting them can be done in O(n2 log n) time by Lemma 22. Thus by
Theorem 25, the total time is O(A(n)(log n) + n2 log n) = O(n2.5302) (Note we only compute
all edge weights a single time, so each step of the binary search then costs O(A(n)) time.)
Alternatively, since we know the value of k, we can get a potentially faster time for
when k is small, by only considering length at most k paths. Specifically, in each call to
our decision procedure (i.e. Theorem 25) instead of computing APSP, compute the APSP
restricted to length k paths. Then, by the discussion before the theorem, the running time
becomes O(Ak(n)(log n) + n2 log n) = O((nωk log2 k)(log n) + n2 log n)) = O(kn2.376). ◀
4.1 Faster Approximations
While our focus in the paper is on exact algorithms, in this section we show how the results
above imply faster approximate solutions for the general case. First, we show that the
results from Section 3 for points in convex position immediately yield near linear time 2-
approximations for the general case. More precisely, we have the following, where V (CH(P ))
denotes the vertices of the convex hull of P (and recall V (CH(P )) ⊆ P ).
▶ Lemma 27. Let P be a point set in the plane. Suppose there exists some subset Q ⊆ P
such that cost(Q, P ) ≤ ε and |Q| ≤ k. Then there exists a subset Q′ ⊆ V (CH(P )) such that
cost(Q′, P ) ≤ ε and |Q′| ≤ 2k.
Proof. Let Q = {q1, . . . , qk}, where the points are labeled in clockwise order. First, we
convert Q into a subset of points on the boundary of CH(P ). Specifically, consider the segment
qi−1qi. Consider the ray with base point qi−1, and passing through qi, and let z be the point of
intersection of this ray with the boundary of CH(P ). Let Qz = {q1, . . . , qi−1, z, qi+1, . . . , qk},
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and observe that CH(Q) ⊆ CH(Qz) as qi lies on the segment qi−1z. Let xy be the edge
of CH(P ) which contains z, and let Q′z = {q1, . . . , qi−1, x, y, qi+1, . . . , qk}. (Note if z ∈
V (CH(P )) then we set Q′z = Qz.) Since z ∈ xy, we have that CH(Q) ⊆ CH(Qz) ⊆ CH(Q′z).
Thus cost(Q′z, P ) ≤ ε and |Q′z| ≤ k + 1. So if we repeat this procedure for all i then we will
end up with a set Q′ such that cost(Q′, P ) ≤ ε, |Q′| ≤ 2k, and Q′ ⊆ V (CH(P )). ◀
Given an instance P, ε of Problem 1, where the optimal solution Q has size k, the above
implies there is set Q′ ⊆ V (CH(P )) such that cost(Q′, P ) ≤ ε and |Q′| ≤ 2k. Such a set can
be found using the algorithm of Theorem 16 for the instance V (CH(P )), ε of Problem 3, as
Q′ is a candidate solution for this instance. Also, recall for X ⊆ P , the furthest point in P
from CH(X) is always in V (CH(P )), and so if cost(X, V (CH(P ))) ≤ ε then cost(X, P ) ≤ ε.
Similarly, given an instance P, k of Problem 2, where the optimal solution Q has cost
ε, the above implies there is set Q′ ⊆ V (CH(P )) such that cost(Q′, P ) ≤ ε and |Q′| ≤ 2k.
Such a set can be found using the algorithm of Theorem 20 for the instance V (CH(P )), 2k
of Problem 4, again as Q′ is a candidate solution. Thus we have the following.
▶ Theorem 28. Let P, ε be an instance of Problem 1, where the optimal solution Q has size k.
Then in O(n log2 n) time one can compute a set Q′ ⊆ V (CH(P )) such that cost(Q′, P ) ≤ ε
and |Q′| ≤ 2k.
Similarly, let P, k be an instance of Problem 2, where the optimal solution Q has cost ε.
Then with probability ≥ 1 − 1/nc, for any constant c, in O(n log3 n) time one can compute a
set Q′ ⊆ V (CH(P )) such that cost(Q′, P ) ≤ ε and |Q′| ≤ 2k.
Finally, we remark that if one allows approximating the best k point solution with
k + 1 points (i.e. a (1 + 1/k)-approximation), then our graph algorithms from the previous
subsection imply near quadratic time approximations (i.e. compared to the theorem above,
we are trading near linear running time for approximation quality). The idea is, rather than
solving APSP, if we chose an appropriate starting point, we can instead solve for single source
shortest paths. Similar observations have been made before for related problems [3, 14].
For a given instance P, ε of Problem 1, let Q be an optimal solution where |Q| = k.
Let p be an arbitrary point in V (CH(P )). Let Q′ = Q ∪ {p}. Observe that cost(Q′, P ) ≤
cost(Q, P ) ≤ ε and |Q′| ≤ k + 1. Thus the optimal solution to this instance of Problem 1,
but where we require it include p, is a valid solution to the instance without this requirement,
and uses at most one more point.
Now we sketch how the results from Section 4 directly extend to the case where we want
the optimal solution restricted to including p. Specifically, for the analogue of Corollary 24, let
C∗ be the minimum cardinality cycle in GP with weight at most ε such that the cycle includes
p. To argue that C∗ is an optimal solution to the given instance of Problem 1 among those
which must include the point p, we need to extend Lemma 23 to require including p. Part 1)
of the lemma immediately extends. The proof of Part 2) starts with some optimal solution
Q. It then performs a transformation of Q into a set Q′ so that points are not to the left of
two edges, which one can argue implies w(CHL(Q′)) = cost(Q′, P ). This transformation has
the properties that |Q′| ≤ |Q| and CH(Q) ⊆ CH(Q′), and hence cost(Q′, P ) ≤ cost(Q, P ),
and so since Q was optimal so is Q′. If instead we perform this same transformation on an
optimal solution restricted to containing p, call it X, then the same argument implies we
produce a set X ′ such that w(CHL(X ′)) = cost(X ′, P ), |X ′| ≤ |X|, and CH(X) ⊆ CH(X ′).
Moreover, because CH(X) ⊆ CH(X ′) and p ∈ V (CH(P )), crucially we have p ∈ CHL(X ′).
Thus the modified Lemma 23 and hence Corollary 24, where p is included, both hold.
To find the optimal solution to Problem 1 containing p, we now use the same approach as
in Theorem 25. The difference now however, is that we only need to compute single source
shortest paths in GεP rather than APSP, since we can use p as our starting point. Let S(n)
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be the time to compute single source shortest paths. In an unweighted graph using BFS gives
S(n) = O(|E| + |V |) = O(n2). Thus replacing A(n) with S(n) in the running time statement
of Theorem 25 gives O(S(n) + n2 log n) = O(n2 log n). Similarly, replacing A(n) with S(n)
for Theorem 26 gives O(S(n) log n + n2 log n) = O(n2 log n). Thus we have the following.
▶ Theorem 29. Let P, ε be an instance of Problem 1, with optimal solution Q. Then in
O(n2 log n) time one can compute a set Q′ ⊆ P such that cost(Q′, P ) ≤ ε and |Q′| ≤ |Q| + 1.
Similarly, let P, k be an instance of Problem 2, where the optimal solution Q has cost
ε. Then in O(n2 log n) time one can compute a set Q′ ⊆ P such that cost(Q′, P ) ≤ ε and
|Q′| ≤ |Q| + 1.
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